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An artist’s intervention for a more sustainable city
| Interview with Partizaning

[caption id="attachment_57032" align="aligncenter" width="640"] Partizaning - creating bike lanes in
the city[/caption]

During the ArtCOP21 Professional Workshop organised last December in Paris, France, ASEF
Culture360 contributor Florent Petit met with Russian artist Igor Ponosov and Anton Polsky, members
of the collective Partizaning. In this interview they share their project on how to make Moscow more
bike and pedestrian friendly with “Do It Yourself” actions.

How would you introduce your work?
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Partizaning - painting croassroads signs onto the

streets[/caption]
Well, it’s a dif cult question. We started as street artists. But now, to be honest, we hate street art… It’s
all about doing pretty or funny images and we don’t nd this too interesting anymore. We still work in

the city, but with different tools and actions, using banners or creating site-speci c works for instance.
During the ArtCOP21 professional workshop you participated in, you have said “the best way to

improve cities is to do it by illegal ways sometimes”. Could you elaborate on this?
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Partizaning - creating bike lanes in the city[/caption]
Often, the standard procedure is too long; it takes you so much time and energy: it is simply not
working in Russia. For example, in one district where people were willing to have of cial crossroads,
they sent requests to the local authorities but nothing happened; so we decided to paint white, visible
crossroads signs on the road at night. Grassroots initiatives can have a strong power in cases like this.
We worked for four years on our bicycle project in Moscow, drawing signs for bikes on the oor,
marking the road to create bicycling paths. The funny thing is that the government authorities invited
us afterwards. One of the activists involved with us on the project is now working within a government
authority to develop and improve the mobility and travel conditions of cyclists in Moscow. So I do think
our primary action was successful.
Urban areas and public spaces are your “playground”, or maybe “ eld of action” would be more
appropriate…
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Partizaning - creating bike lanes in the city[/caption]
No, you can keep the “playground” term. What we do is serious and important for us, that is for sure,
but there must be a part of fun in it as well.
OK, but what kind of feedback do you have from the residents?

In most cases it is a positive reaction. What you must realize is that in Moscow, after the end of the
communist era, collective activities were considered a bit suspicious, especially for older generations. It
is maybe easier with younger people. The fact is now, with our bicycle project for example, we got so
many good reactions from the citizens, some of them found it funny actually. Most recognized we were
doing something absolutely concrete, in real life, useful for them.
Sometimes we face some negative reactions though. We were once working in a problematic
marketplace, trying to involve locals in a participatory event and it didn’t take us long to understand
that people were not understanding our action at all. We didn’t get a positive reaction from them. But
these things can happen.
What is your overall appreciation of this workshop?
I do appreciate being with people who do similar things, but I must admit we are all working in different
contexts and environments, making it sometimes quite hard to connect with them and their ideas. It is
dif cult for us to clearly see what can come out of this.

http://eng.partizaning.org/

Florent PETIT is a former project of cer in the cultural unit of the French Embassy in Japan. He holds a
Master’s degree in Art History from the Sorbonne University in Paris and in International Relations
from the Institute of Political Studies of Lyon. Former lecturer of Chinese, Korean and Japanese art in
the Ecole du Louvre in Paris, he has occupied several curatorial positions in museums in France (Asian
Unit of the Musée du quai Branly, Paris) and Luxembourg (Mudam, Museum of contemporary art,
Luxembourg City).
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